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Americana International’s Tips for Casino bonuses

 [image: new online slots on phone]While we all love the golden oldies, and the games we’ve grown to love over the years, it’s always great to use the best online casino bonuses in the UK to give all the latest games a shot! But how to make the best use of UK casino bonuses? Our guide will answer all of your questions.

Bonuses for New Gaming Accounts

Our UK casino bonus guide starts with a description of the offers for new customers available in the UK. Ready, go: let’s get started![image:  best online casino bonuses in the UK]

Welcome Bonus: This type of bonus is a refund on the amount of your first deposit. In many cases, the bonus may be worth 100% of the first deposit into your account. For example, if you deposit 50€ with a 100% bonus, you will have 100€ of funds available to start playing. The maximum amount of the bonus varies depending on the operator.

Progressive bonus: This is a bonus that also rewards deposits after the first one. Several casinos offer a progressive bonus on the first 4 top-ups you make to your new player account!

No deposit bonus: This is a free bonus that you can receive without having to make a deposit. Usually, you will be simply asked to verify your gaming account. Once verified, you will receive a given amount of virtual money, or fun bonus, in your account to start playing with right away.

Bonus spins: With this bonus you get a certain number of free spins to use on some of the slots in your casino. Typically, the free spins bonus is included in sign-up packages, along with a first reload bonus.

Bonuses for Existing Customers

Once you have registered your account and used your bonus as a new customer, there are plenty of other casino promotions in the UK waiting for you. Some examples? Here they are:

Cashback Bonus: This is a bonus offered as a refund for losing games. Cashback bonuses are usually activated directly on the casino site.

VIP Bonuses and Loyalty Programs: These bonuses reward the most loyal players. These include real money contests, level programs with special rewards from a dedicated store, bonuses for high roller players and so on.

Weekly bonuses: Every day, your casino provides you with a different bonus. Reload offers, roulette or blackjack refunds, special promotions to play on mobile and so on.

How to Choose the Best Casino Bonuses in UK

In UK there are many legal and authorized casinos with bonuses. Each of these casinos provides its customers with all kinds of offers. Faced with such a wealth of options, how do you choose the best casino bonuses? There is no universal answer, but you should certainly consider the following points:

		What kind of player are you? Do you think you’re a hit-and-run player? Want to have fun without too many thoughts? In this case, a free bonus with no reload obligation is for you. You can play right away with a certain amount of free funds and then make your first deposit.

		If you’re serious about playing right away and winning interesting sums, a progressive bonus might be for you. You’ll get plenty of extra money on your first refills, and you’ll have a very substantial bankroll at your disposal.

		For the ‘occasional’ player a good choice could be a casino with weekly bonuses. If this is your case, you can only wait for the promotion that interests you, getting a nice bonus without the hassle of having to play.

		Are you a hardcore player? In this case, in addition to taking advantage of the deposit bonuses, you may opt for a cashback bonus. This way, you will get a refund on your losses, lowering your risk margin a bit.



Advantages of Casino with Bonuses

A bonus chosen with criteria and following the right advice will certainly bring you many advantages. Some of these are obvious, others a little less. Let’s get a general picture of what it means to make the most of your casino bonus:

		You can try the games available on the casino: a free bonus, which does not oblige you to pay money immediately, allows you to place a few bets on all the games on the portal. Just remember to always bet as little as possible, otherwise your bonus will disappear in minutes!

		As bonuses increase the funds available to you, your chances of winning will also increase. This is probably the main advantage of getting extra funds. On the other hand, you want to play at the casino to win, right?

		Absorbing the risk of loss: We’ve already talked about cashback bonuses. In general, having extra money in your account will help you to amortize the losses that, frankly, you will sooner or later incur. Not bad as an insurance policy.
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Join our online community of where we will keep you updated with all the latest in UK and world news. Skip the morning paper and trust Americana International to keep you in the know of what’s happening around the country.
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